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1897 Lima Post Office Issue Die Proofs in Black
John Wynns
I recently acquired two sets of small Die
Proofs in Black of the 1897 Post Office Issue.
They are printed on India paper and mounted on
card.
The first set (Fig. 1) has below the design a
die number, which is hard to see, the 1 cent die
number is C-364, the 2 cent die number is C-365
and the 5 cent die number is C-366.9( fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Die proofs of the Post
Office Issue with “C” numbers.—detail of the 1c value.

26088. I do not know why the 2 cent has the
lower number.
Finally,
I have a celluloid positive of the 2c
value
(fig.
3). I have no
idea of its
origin or purpose.
PerFig. 3. Celluloid positive of the 2c
value.
haps someone

Fig. 2. Die proofs of the Post
Office Issue with die numbers in
the 26000 series.

The other set (Fig. 2) has the small die numbers lined out and a larger number added, the 1
cent is 26087, the 2 cent is 26086 and the 5 cent is
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ABNC Die Numbering
Ross A Towle
John Wynns has two sets of small die proofs
in black on India paper and mounted on card for
the 1897 Lima post office issue. One set has die
numbers C-364, C-365, and C-366 for the 1 centavo, 2 centavos, and 5 centavos stamp respectively. The second set has those die numbers lined
out and new numbers added (26087, 26086, and
26088 respectively). He asks why the 2 centavos
renumbered die proof has a lower die number than
the 1 centavo and 5 centavos die. To answer his
question we have to understand the American
Bank Note Co. die numbering systems.
Let me repeat the information I presented in
my article “American Bank Note Company, Die
Numbers, “Index Copy” Cards, and Print Orders”
in the September-October 2009 issue of the Collectors Club Philatelist.

numbered as a different series. This meant the die
number does not uniquely identify a die, and that
there may be a die in each of the series with the
same die number. Vignette number 1 was an engraving by Charles Burt of a reclining sailor on
the shore.8 Salmon P. Chase was the subject of
portrait number 1. The portraits reached number
516 and vignettes reached number 924. Unfortunately a list of all the series and their contents is
not known.
The first system of die numbers can be illustrated by the 1866 issue with die numbers 512,
562, and 556 for the 5, 10, and 20 centavos dies
(fig. 1). The die numbers were assigned in the
order they were finished. Remember the ABNC
was working on more than these Peruvian stamp
dies at this time.
After the consolidation of the American Bank
Note Co, National Bank Note Co., and Continental
Bank Note Co. in February 1879, a second die
numbering system was initiated. The die numbers
were generally prefixed with a “C,” presumably to
indicate consolidation. Again, more than one series, starting with C-1, was used simultaneously.
As before, the various series included vignettes,
portraits, postage stamps, bank notes and others.
Also each remote location of the ABNC had its
own series. As with the first numbering system,
the die number does not uniquely identify a die.
The die for the letterhead of the consolidated company was assigned number C-1. The vignette series ends with C-1897 and the portraits series with
C-491.
The second die numbering system is illustrated by the first set of die proofs that John
Wynns describes. These have the C prefix.
By the 1920s the dies created by the ABNC,
its antecedents, and the companies it acquired
were recognized as valuable property. Having a
large quantity of dies would give the ABNC a
competitive advantage by being able to mix/match
dies to create a new item in a short time and impress the potential customer with their ability to

Fig. 1. ABN Simple number dies were used from 1858
to 1879. Shown here are dies 562 and 566 from the
first llama series, Sc 17 and 18.

Mark Tomasko (Mark D. Tomasko, “Die
numbers reflected changes at ABN,” Bank Note
Reporter, June 2004, pp. 38, 40, 42, and 44.)
described the three different die number systems
used by the American Bank Note Co. in an article
published in 2004. Between its founding in 1858
and 1879, dies were given a simple number. The
ABNC used multiple series of dies, each starting
with the number 1. Portraits were one series; vignettes, postage stamps and bank notes each were

(Continued on page 4)
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Background to 1897 Lima Post Office Issue
Ross A. Towle
On 12 February 1897 the Postmaster General
ordered a set of 3 stamps for the opening of the
new main post office in Lima. The American
Bank Note Co. received the order on the 24th of
March. One million stamps were ordered in each
of the three values: 1 centavo in light blue, 2 centavos in light brown, and 5 centavos in light
brown. The ABNC was given a deadline of June
10th.
Initially the ABNC was going to prepare
plates of 200 subjects and then cut the printed

sheets into panes of 100 stamps. However, the
ABNC changed their mind and prepared plates of
100 subjects.
By May 8th the work was completed and
placed aboard the S.S. Alliance. On June 18th a set
of die proofs were delivered to the Peruvian Consul in New York. On the next day ABNC submitted a bill for ₤375.9.2.
The above information is from the ABNC
Foreign Order Book 1896-1900 page 149.

Many thanks to the authors of this issue.
If you have something to say about Peruvian philately,
this is a good place for it.
Many Thanks,
The Editor

And the renumbering of the dies in 1924
is illustrated by the second set of die proofs
that John describes.
Notice the numbers are
under 50000. The new
numbers were not necessarily in the same
order as the previous
numbers.
The new
numbers were assigned
in the order they were
renumbered. That is
why the order is different.

(Continued from page 3)

deliver quickly.
It was time to bring order to the dies, so a
new third numbering system was created. All existing dies (no matter how old or their source)
were given a unique number below 50000. New
dies were given a unique number starting with
50000. The effective date of the third, and final,
die system was December 1923 or January 1924.
Old die numbers were lined out and the new die
numbers were entered on the dies. Also die proofs
were struck with the revised dies. Now given a die
number, an employee could quickly and efficiently find the desired die no matter under which
company it was created or when.
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PERU – Cancel Mystery - British Consular PAITA and PISCO
Crown Cancels?
Erik A. Emsing
Last year while communicating with a dealer
friend in Argentina while writing on my recently
published PERU – Cancellation Handbook 18581873, 2009 Edition I was provided some scans of
two previously unrecorded British Agency/
Consular cancels - Crown cancels - the “PAID AT
PAITA” together with a dotted PAITA (fig. 1) and
“PAID AT PISCO” together with a dotted YCA
(fig. 2) on Peruvian stamps. Both cancels are in
black on the 1 Dinero green (Sc14) Coat-of-Arms
in use from approx. 1866-1872.
The scarce “PAID AT PAITA” Crown cancel
has previously been recorded on stampless covers

the Crown cancellers. Official records give the
earliest timeline for the various Crown cancellers
being favorably decided to be put in service as
follows:
Callao - January 1846 (cancel with wide &
short crown) – in red
- July 1846 (cancel with narrow and tall
crown) – in red
Arica - November 1850 (cancel with narrow
and tall crown) – in red
Paita - November 1850 (cancel with narrow
and tall crown) – in red and black

Fig. 1. 1 dinero green with a partial strike of "PAID
AT PAITA" crown circle cancel and dotted PAITA
oval (Emsing type E1).

Fig. 2. 1 dinero green with a partial “PAID AT
PISCO” Crown Circle and YCA dotted oval (Emsing
type E1)

Pisco - No record so far established of a Crown
canceller
Islay - October 1850 (cancel with narrow and
tall crown) – in red
Crown cancels from Arica, Callao, Paita and
Pisco are know on stampless covers in the colors
indicated above, however, only the Crown cancels
from Arica (cancel with narrow and tall crown in
black) and Callao (cancel with narrow and tall
crown in red) are previously known on stamps.
When researching these two previously unknown Crown cancels on stamps from Paita and
Pisco the jury is still out whether they are genuine
or not. Some specialists have given me comments
as to the effect that both cancels don’t seem right
especially round the crown portion.

both in red and black, however, no record as far as
I can recall of a “PAID AT PISCO” cancel.
The British (Consular) Agencies were established in Peru at Callao and Arica in 1846 and
later expanded to Paita and Pisco in 1848. Further
offices were established in Islay and Iquique in
1869. Details of a fifth location at Pisagua are still
unclear but it is plausible that such an office could
have been established around the same time (1869
-70). The British Pisco facility closed in 1870 and
the Islay office was moved in 1871 to Mollendo.
The remaining offices closed in 1879.
During this time these British Agency offices
used various types of postal canceling devices
such as Crown cancels, various tall and wide number cancels, as well as, various large and small
circular date cancels. In this piece I will focus on

(Continued on page 7)
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Yanacoa or Yanaoca? Mystery Solved!
Alfred Houed
I believe that the answer to the question
“Yanacoa or Yanaoca or both?” is “Neither!” I
will explain. I have specialized almost exclusively
in Peruvian cancellations for the last 30 years and
I think I can explain the confusion surrounding
this scarce cancellation.
In his article, Eric
Emsing apologized for
the spelling error in his
book, for having listed
“Yanaoca”
as
“Yanacoa”.
In this
misspelling lies the clue
to the answer. I will
come back to the
“mystery”
of
Fig. 1. Forged Yanaoca
“Yanacoa” later.
I hand stamp on un dinero
green.
speculate that the reason that he misspelled
Yanaoca is because it was also misspelled in
Lamy and Rink’s 1964 edition of Perou Obliterations Postales. (This town was not included in the
1960 first edition.) Yanaoca was actually only
misspelled on page 221 of Appendix A. It is
spelled properly in the body of the book on page
64, but the appendix is where all of the towns and
rarity ratings are listed. This same appendix would
have been a logical starting point for Mr. Emsing’s revision of the classic reference work on
cancels and would explain why the error was
transferred to his book.
In their second edition, Lamy and Rink added
several towns to their list of known “classic” post
offices. One of them was Yanaoca which happened to be the only new listing for the Seventeenth district. They listed Yanaoca as one of 46
post offices which opened after 1870. Chuck
Wooster’s exhaustive database listing of The Post
Offices of Peru, confirms this fact. His work
shows that post office of Yanaoca existed in the
official 1872 Peruvian government postal records
but did not exist in the listings for 1870. It is apparent, then, that the office of Yanacoa was created sometime between 1870 and 1872. Therefore, a cancellation from Yanaoca cannot exist on
the one dinero red since it did not see circulation

beyond 1869. Thus, the cancel from Yanaoca illustrated by Mr. Emsing in his Handbook and in
the previous issue of Trencito 2 has to be deemed
a forgery even before close scrutiny. The road
traveled by the Peruvian cancellation specialist is
certainly a treacherous one.

Fig. 2. Genuine Yanaoca hand stamp on
un dinero green.

This same forgery can also be found on the
one dinero green (fig.1).
A genuine cancel from Yanaoca can be identified through careful study of the cancellation
itself. This particular cancellation device used in
Yanaoca, probably because it was little used, usually produced a relatively fine and clear strike,
indicative of a device which is not worn nor dirty
from extreme use. Although this same device saw
use from about 1870 until 1900, the strikes continued to be very clean throughout the years (fig. 24). Oftentimes, this was due to the cleanliness of
the postmaster and how
often he would clean the
canceling device. Notice
that the lettering is taller
and much more refined
in the genuine cancels.
A telltale feature of the
genuine cancels is the
Fig. 3. Yanaoca hand“Y”. The “Y” in the
stamp in violet on ungenuine cancels has a
grilled stamp of the
very short stem or base,
1886 series.
which give it almost the
appearance of a “V”.
I have always felt that the classic cancels of
Peru cannot be studied in a vacuum which
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listed in this work but for which genuine cancels
were rare or unknown. It was a perfect haven for
forgers since their fabricated cancellations for
these little known towns could not be compared
with any known cancels since in many cases none
existed. The forgers literally went down the list
found in Lamy and then went to work. They
couldn’t care less if Yanacoa actually existed. If it
was listed as being rare or unknown in Lamy then
it was fair game for them. Two things about forgers is that they usually don’t do their homework
and that they often take shortcuts! Most forgeries
that I have seen of this type look very similar to
the example illustrated by Mr. Emsing. This
group of forgeries can often be identified by three
common features: 1. a dry non-oily grayish ink
which resembles pencil markings in color 2. lettering which is uneven. 3. they are almost exclusively found as socked-on-the-nose cancels. This
group of forgeries has a different appearance to
many other more common forgeries which usually
have thicker and blacker ink. Of course, the
“Yanacoa” cancellation could have easily been
ruled out as being a forgery just because it appeared on a 1-dinero red, but that would have
avoided my long explanation and what fun is that?
I look forward to contributing to Trencito2 in
future editions. I hope that my fellow cancel collectors in Peru, Canada, the U.S., Europe, and
elsewhere, especially those who are also members
of the AFP, will join me in contributing to the
Trencito 2.

Fig. 4. Genuine Yanaoca handstamps on stamps
of 1896 series.

abruptly and arbitrarily cuts off review in 1873,
something which has been the norm up to this
point. They should be studied in conjunction with
the subsequent issues. Sometimes rare classic
cancels can solely be authenticated by a study of
like cancels found on these issues. Since these
issues are not as highly valued, they were much
less subject to forged cancellations.
Now we can go back to the clue given to us
by the misspelled, “Yanacoa”. Is there such a
town? I have to respectfully disagree with Mr.
Moorhouse’s assessment that it could be an abbreviation for “Yanacocha”. Yanacocha is not listed
in any of the government publications for that time
period. It is my opinion that the Yanacoa cancellation is entirely a fabrication which was created
only due to the misspelling in Lamy and Rink’s
work. It is a known fact that many cancellation
forgeries were created for post offices which were

cially since the Pisco office was opened from 1848
until 1870.
A Paita Crown cancel impression could possibly exist on stamps since the Paita Crown cancel
was recorded in both red and black from the early
1850s on stampless covers.
Question - Has anyone seen the above cancels or have comments to their being genuine or
not? Or might anyone have a copy in their collections? If so, please be so kind to communicate that
information to - eemsing@verizon.net.

(Continued from page 5)

Conclusions
When looking at historical records one could
assume that a Crown canceller should most definitely have been assigned for Pisco since all the
other offices received one or in the case of Callao
where two Crown cancellers were assigned.
If so - it could be realistic to find a Crown
cancel from Pisco on the most frequently used
stamps such as the 1 Dinero red (Scott # 12) or the
1 Dinero green (Scott # 14) (1862-72 issues) espe-
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Deficit Overprint Forgeries
Chuck Wooster
In 1896, the supply of 50 centavos deficit
stamps was exhausted. A total of 40,000 of these
stamps were printed in 1874 as part of the original
shipment of deficit stamps. Subsequently another
100,000 were ordered in 1879. They were used
almost exclusively to mail judicial papers between
courts, where opposing litigants were required to
pay the postage for receipt of documents related to
their lawsuits. There was not a penalty for these
packages, but they were quite heavy, often requiring postage of several multiples of the 10 centavos
rate for a single letter. When the 50 centavos
stamps were exhausted, these packages required
even more multiples of the smaller denomination
deficit stamps.
To solve this problem, the Supreme Decree
of October 13, 1896 authorized the overprinting of
50,000 copies of the 1 sol, brown, and 40,000 of
the 50 centavos, rose, stamps from the issue of
1886 with the word DEFICIT (fig. 1). These
stamps had previously been retired from circulaFig. 2. 1897 circular announcing the overprinting of
all values with the word DEFICIT.

tion and they were now to be reemployed as replacements for the 50 centavos deficit stamps.
On August 2, 1897, Circular No. 31 authorized the overprinting of the remaining 1c, 5c, 10c
and 20c deficit stamps with the same overprint
(fig. 2). Stamps with the triangle overprint were
to continue in use until the supply was exhausted.

Fig. 1. Supreme Decre1 authorizing the overprinting
of postage due stamps with the word DEFICIT.

Fig. 3. Genuine double overprint on the 1c value.
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Fig. 4. Genuine double overprint of the 1 sol brown.

It is not known how many of the remaining deficit
stamps were overprinted with DEFICIT.
The overprinting was done locally. A plate
was prepared and entire sheets were overprinted in
a single operation. As a result, there is considerable uniformity in the spacing and angle of the
work DEFICIT. This is in contrast with the earlier
triangle and UPU-Plata-Lima overprints, which
were applied one at a time. Consequently, one
would not expect to find many double or inverted
overprint errors.
Both double and inverted overprints are listed

in the Bustamante and Moll catalogs for all six
values (12 possible varieties). The Scott Catalog
lists 7 out of 12 possible varieties. The Michel
Catalog lists only two varieties, Stanley Gibbons
lists five, while the Yvert et Tellier Catalog does
not list any varieties.
The author has identified 7 varieties plus an
unlisted triple overprint on the 1 sol, brown stamp.
However, the majority of double or inverted overprints which are encountered in the market are
forgeries (figs. 3-5).
Some forgeries are easy to identify. The

Table I. Deficit Overprint Varieties Listed in the Principal Catalogs
Variety

Moll
1957

Bustamante
1975

1c bister

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
N

N
N

N
N

Y
N

Y

5c vermilion

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
Y

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

10c orange

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
Y

N
Y

N
N

N
N

20c blue

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
N

N
N

N
N

Y
N

Y

50c red

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

1s brown

Double Overprint
Inverted Overprint
Triple Overprint

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

Y
N
N

Y

Issue

9

Scott
2009

Michel
1996

Yvert et
Tellier
1993

Stanley
Gibbons
1967

Wooster
Collection
2009

Y
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Fig. 5. Genuine overprints as recorded in Table 1.

most obvious are overprints on ungrilled copies of
the 1c through 20c values (fig. 6, 7). The ungrilled deficit stamps were not issued until 1902,
several years after the DEFICIT overprints were
applied to the remaining grilled stamps. Therefore, any DEFICIT overprint on an ungrilled deficit stamp must be a forgery.
Another obvious forgery is on a used stamp
with a cancel that predates the application of the
DEFICIT overprints (fig. 8). I have found a number of forgeries on used stamps with dated cancels
from the 1870’s and 1880’s.
By studying the obvious forgeries, it has been
possible to quantify common characteristics that
can be used to identify similar forgeries on other
stamps and covers. To date, I have found and described the following five different forgeries (figs.
9-10).

Fig. 6. No grill and 1907 cancel.

I have not seen any forgeries on covers, but
only on loose stamps. Forgery #1 is shown inverted on a 5c grilled stamp in fig. 11. Forgery #2
is seen inverted on a 10c grilled in fig. 12 and doubled with a genuine overprint on a 10c grilled
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Fig. 8. Forgery # 1
on stamp with
1880 CDS

Fig. 9. Characteristics of forgeries nos. 1-3.

stamp in fig. 13.. The top overprint is genuine and
the lower one is the forgery.
Forgery #3 is shown in fig. 14 in a tete beche
pair with an unoverprinted stamp. Forgery #4 may

be seen in fig. 7 on an ungrilled stamp. Note the
lack of an accent mark over the e of deficit. Forgery #5 is inverted on a 1 sol stamp in fig. 15.
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Fig. 10. Details for Forgeries Nos. 4-5.

Fig. 11. Forgery #1
inverted on 5c.

Fig. 12. Forgery #2
inverted on 10c.

Fig. 13. Double Forgery #2 on 10 centavos
grilled deficit stamp.
The upper overprint
is genuine and the
lower is the
forgery.

Fig. 14. Deficit forgery #3.
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Fig. 15. Forgery # 5
inverted on 1 sol stamp.

